INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the theory of¨ariational inequalities is now very well developed. The development of this theory has been stimulated by the diversity of applications in physics, mechanics, elasticity, fluid mechanics, w x economics, engineering, etc. 19 . The number of papers published on this subject is impressive. The solvability of variational inequalities has been studied by several methods using, for example, coerci¨ity conditions, compactness, fixed-point theory, KKM-mappings, min-max theory, and many other topological methods. The relations between variational inequalities and complementarity problems are well known. A new method is now used in the study of solvability of complementarity problems. This new method is based on the concept of exceptional family of elements and it is related to the topological degree to the concept of zero-epi mapping and to the w x Leray᎐Schauder alternati¨e 4, 5, 8, 10᎐18, 23, 26, 27᎐29 .
w x In 20 , T. E. Smith used the notion of an exceptional sequence of elements, which is more restrictive than our notion and is not related to the topological degree. The efficiency of the method based on the concept of exceptional family of elements can be measured by the number of papers w based on this notion written only in the last three years 4, 5, 8, 10᎐18, x 21᎐29 .
In 1997 and 1998, Y. B. Zhao adapted the concept of exceptional family of elements to the study of solvability of variational inequalities in Euw x clidean spaces 21, 22 . Now, in this paper we will extend the concept of exceptional family of elements to the study of variational inequalities in arbitrary infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. The concept obtained this way is appropriated for variational inequalities defined on unbounded sets. To realize this extension we replace the topological degree by the Leray᎐Schauder type alternati¨es. This paper opens a new research direction in the theory variational inequalities.
PRELIMINARIES
Ž ² : Let H, и , и be a Hilbert space and ⍀ ; H a non-empty closed convex subset. Since ⍀ is closed and convex, then the projection operator onto ⍀, denoted by P , is well defined for every x g H. We have that for ⍀ Ž . every x g H, P x is the unique element in ⍀ such that 
Ž .
⍀ yg⍀ Given a mapping f : H ª H, we consider the following¨ariational inequality defined by f and ⍀, 
⍀
We need also to recall the definition of the subdifferential of a convex function f : H ª R, at a point x g H. This is the set 
A proof of this result is in 1 .
LERAY᎐SCHAUDER TYPE ALTERNATIVES
Ž ² : Let H, и , и be a Hilbert space and X, Y ; H non-empty subsets.
Ž . Ž . Denote by co X the convex hull of X and by P P Y the family of all non-empty subsets of Y.
Ž . Let f : X ª Y be a set-valued mapping, i.e., f : X ª P P Y . The map-Ž . ping f is said to be upper semi-continuous u.s.c. on X if the set
We note that if D is convex, then it is contractible, since for any x g D 0 Ž . Ž . the mapping h x, t s tx q 1 y t x satisfies the definition of a con-0 tractible set. Also, a set starshaped at a point x is also contractible to x . . completely upper semi-continuous set-valued mapping .
We will use in this paper the following two Leray᎐Schauder type alternatives. 
Proof. This result is a part of corollary of the main theorem proved in w x w x 2 . A simple proof is also in 3 .
MAIN RESULTS

Ž ²
: Let H, и , и be a Hilbert space and ⍀ ; H a non-empty unbounded closed convex set. We will study in this section the solvability of a general variational inequality defined by the set ⍀ and a completely continuous Ž . Ž . field f x s x y T x , where T : H ª H and x g H. First we introduce the following definition. Also the concept defined in Definition 4.1 can be considered as a generalization of the notion of exceptional family of elements used by w x w x Zhao and Sun 28 and Zhao 22 in the Euclidean spaces.
As an application of this notion we have the following result. 
Obviously, this fixed point must be in ⍀. We observe that the mapping ⌽ is completely continuous. The set B has a non-empty interior and 
Ž .
Ž . II The problem VI f, ⍀ is without solution.
In Ž . exists y# g f x# such that x# s P x# y y# , which implies that ⍀ Ž . Ž . x#, y# is a solution of the problem VI h, ⍀ . Now, suppose that f : H ª H is a set-valued mapping of the form Ž .
Ž . f x s x y T x , where T : H ª H is a set-valued mapping. We introduce the following definition. In many applications of variational inequalities the set ⍀ is described by a system of inequalities or equalities. Therefore we consider the case 
i i r r We proved Theorem 4.1 and 4.5 using the nonlinear Leray᎐Schauder Ž . alternati¨e Theorem 3.1 but the same theorems can be proved using the topological degree. Now, we will show that with a small modification of the concept of exceptional family of elements, introduced by Definition 4.3 we can prove Theorem 4.5 using only the optimization.
Ž . Open Problem. It is interesting to study under what conditions several kinds of mappings as, for example, coercive, monotone, pseudo-monotone, w x and other kinds of mappings considered in 10, 12, 16᎐18, 28, 29 are mappings without the exceptional family of elements in the sense of the definition introduced in this paper.
We will study this problem in a later paper.
